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OPINION 

Statement of Facts 

Background History 
Citizens Utilities Company of California is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

Citizens Utility Company, a public utility holding company headquartered in 

Connecticut. \Vith both telephone and water utility operations in California, the 

l\fontara District, the focus of our decision here (Citizens hereafter) is one of five 

separate districts or water subsidiaries in Califomia c:ollecHvely operated as a Class A 

water utility. I( considered separately, with 1,600 connections, the district would be a 

Class C utility. 

Serving the unincorporated communities of Montara, Marine View, Farallone 

City, Moss Ikach, and adjacent areas in San Mateo County, the district, 20 miles south 

of San Francisco, occupics a narrow strip of land adjacent to the Pacific Ocean with 

elevation variations (rom nearly sea level to 450 fcet, with six pressure zones in the 

system. 

The Water System 
\Vater supply is ultimately derivcd from rainfall within the Montara-Moss 

Beach hydrographic area. Average annual rainfall ranges from 20 inches in the service 

area to 45 inches at Montara Pcak. About 80% of the hydrographic area's subsurface 
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consists of Montara graniteJ with the remainder alluvium and terrace deposits in the 

relatively flat area in the airport vicinity. \Vater is obtained from a combination of 
surface water and groundwater sources. 

The surface watet is diverted (rom Montara Creek; the quantity varies 
between 35 gpm (normal dry season flow) and 100 gpm (wet season flo\,,». The 

diversion dam at 520 feet elevation pipes water to a l00,OOO-gallon raw water settling 

reservoir which feeds the adjacent Alta Vista \Vater Treatment Plant, now operating at 

its 75 gpnt desigl'l capacity. The treated water is then stored in a 462/(X)O-gallon tank 
before release into the distribution system. 

The groundwater supply (September 1996 maximum reliable capacity 

270.5 gpm) is obtained ftom 10 wells; the three producing the highest quality Wafer are 

in the airport area south of the district while the other seven are in the northeast area 

atong Montara Creek (two of these seven can only be used in high demand periods 

because their iron/manganese content requires blending). 

Storage capacity (762.1000 gallons) is the raw water tank (100,000 g'}1 and 
three distribution system tanks: The Alta Vista tank (462,0<X> g.), the Schoolhouse tank 

(100,000 g.) near the mouth of Montara Creek near midpoint of the district (which atso 

acts as a large wet well for the booster station and sllstains pressure in the lower Moss 

Beach and airport pressure zones), and the Portola Estates lank (100,000 g). at elevation 
560 feet. 

There are over 138,000 {eet of Iwo- to eight-inch pipeline although much 

of the older pipe has reached the end of use(ullife and is being replaced. The system 

has 1,600 meters, 103 fire hydrants, and 15 pressure regulation valves. 

New connection moratoriums followOO the 1976 Commission 

investigation into continued inadequacy of water supplies. Dedsion (D.) 86193 imposed 

a new connection moratorium, ordered a wen testing program, and ordered Citizens to 
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acquire new we)) sources capable of producing an additional 200 gpm.1 In a series of 

intervening orders between 1976 and 1986, as new wens \"'ere placed in service and 

others failed or produced at a fraclion of original capabilitYI and the Alta Vista tank was 

added (1976), some cOIUlection relief was obtained through use of limited moratoriums. 

In 1986, with 1~9 connections (400 over 1976), Citizens was still unable to locate new 

well sOurces capable of the additiona1200 gpm ordered in 1976. \Vilh certain exceptions, 

a moratorium was continued. It is still in effe<t today. 

Population growth between 1980 and 1990 increased from 3607 to 5554 

(annual average 4.4%). Development is restricted by the County's Local Coastal 

Program (LCP) limit of 125 building permits per year for the mid-coast area of which 

the district is a ~ until both sewer and water services are capable of providing for 

more} If significant additional water sources are not obtained, allowing for the few 

exceptions under the LCP limit, few additional water connections can be added, and 

overall district demand in the 1995-2005 period would inaeasc only to meet the 

anticipated household density increase not met by private wells. 

Located in California's coastal zone, land use development is subject to 

California Coastal Commission approval. That agency's regulatory jurisdiction 

encompasses construction of utility facilities in the area. 

I Interestingly, in the 1976 proceeding.. sta(( contended that within the entire Montara-~foss 
Beach hydrological acquifer area, the total additional water that could be extracted without 
permanently lowering the ground water table would be 400 acre-feet per year. lhts would 
equal apprOXimately four wells pumping 60 to 75 spm all year. ThIs total would have to be 
shared by all producers including a Coostside Water District, agriculturdl users, and Citizens. 

2 The Montard Sanitation District discharges to the Sewer Authority Mid-Coastside (SAM) 
treatment plant in HaJf Moon Bay. Since 1989 insufficient ('apacHy at the plant forced a 5e\,,,'er 
«)nncction moratorium (a California Regional Water Quality Control Board cease and desist 
order) until that plant is renovated and expanded. This work is unden\'ay and will be 
completed in (A"('ember of 1998 remo\'ing thesewet connedion moratorium. 
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The Present Application and Complaints 
The captioned application was one of five filed by Citizens in 1991 for its 

California water districts and subsidiaries under the Rate Case Plan established by 37 

CPUC2d 175 (1990).' 

While there were no formal protests to the application, shortly after filing 

of the rate increase application} the six captioned complaints were filed by local 

organizations and individuals; in part complainants wete inspired to me in response to 

critical t()(al newspaper coverage which focused On Citizens' service problems. The 

complaints concerned low pressure, leaking mains} the system's need for more storage 

capacity, fire flc:nv and hydrant problems, and asserted lack of cooperation with the 

local fire protection district. 

The then assigned Administrative Law Judge (AL», VictDr D. Ryerson, 

consolidated the six complaints with the appHcation. 

The 1992 Hearings 
FoHowing a staff conducted public meeting in Montara (November 25, 

1991), two public participation hearings in Montara (March 4, 1992 and Match 30, 1992), 

and a prehearing conference (April 13, 1992), there were five days of evidentiary 

hearin~ held in San Francisco (May 11-15, 1992), one of which was exclusively to hear 

consumer testimony. The record obtained indicated that despite years of effort and 15 

hydrological reports, Citizens had difficulty in trying to. attain the 1976 ordered 200 

gpm increase in well supplied water, partially ascribable 10 the period's drought, but 

also experienced repeated water quality degradation and possibly was violating fire 

flow standards. It appeared that the results of hydrant tests were uncertain. The utility's 

service level was asserted to be "deficient reJati\'e to the expected level of servicc/' The 

»Citizens' last general rate application prior to the captioned application was filed in 1981. The 
rates current at the time of the filing of the captioned application were authorized by Advice 
utter 211, the (in,ll step·rate increase made effeclive May 15, 1983 pursuant 10 D.83-05-011, the 
decision in the 1981 application. 
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utility and the Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA)' agreed that development of a 

comprehensive Master Plan addressing specific improvements would be the best way 

to address the long-standing concerns. DRA and Citizens offered a Settlement 

Agreement resolving most of the rate case issues, and ORA proposed deferment of the 

rate increase until a Master Plan was adopted l or if the rate increase was not deferred, 

that a reduced rate of return be ordered. 

Interim O.93·()4·027 (April 7, 1992) 
The interim decision adopted a Citizens-Staff stipulation relating to the 

rate increase application, and authorized Citizens to file ad\'ice letters to implement the 

authorized step rate in<:reascs, but having concluded that the fire flow tests Were 

flawed, deferred ming of the initial advke letter until alter Citizens completed a 

Commission-validated fire flow test. The decision alsO directed Citizens to develop a 

short- and long-term comprehensive Master Plan for imptc)\'ements, including in the 

criteria the Health Department drinking water standards, GO 103 requirements, capita) 

expenditure guidelines, and prior Commission directives relating to water supply. 

Citizens was to take into account potential sa\tings through combining projects with 

other public entities, and to afford opportunity to participate through comment on the 

Master Plan. 

Flow Tests 
As allowed under Section VIII of GO 103, in 1985 Point Montara Fire 

Protedion District (PMFPD) adopted local standards less than tllOse of the GO. By June 

1993, Citizens conducted lire flow tests, using a staff-approved methodology, in 

cooperation with PMFPD. The tests indicated that 17% of Citizens' customers were 

located in areas where the test flows failed even to meet the PMFPD-reduced standards. 

• The duties of the Commission's advocacy staff, formerly assigned to ORA, are no\,,,' assigned 
to its suC(es.sor division, the OUiee ()( Ratepayer Advocacy (ORA). However, advocacy slc\f( 
participating in water proceedings formerly assigned to DRA were reassigned early in 1996 to 
the Large Water Branch of the Water Division (Water Division). 
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Citizens conceded the fact, but on June 23,1993, made a "compliance filing," dearly 

relying upon Section I(l}ea) of GO 103, the Jlgrandfather'l cJause that provides that 

inadequate mains need not be replaced until expiration of their economic utilization.s 

In September 1983, ORA petitioned, seeking modification of 0.93-04-027 

to provide for deferment of the rate increase until Citizens and the complainants could 

together formulate an equitable resolution with regard to the fire flow levels to be 

recommended as an acceptable precondition for Citizens to meet before it fired an 

Advice Leifer to impfen\ent the increase authorized under 0.93-04.-027. 

D.93·1a-()41 (October 61 1993) 

OVer Citizens' objections, the Commission found an ambiguity in 0.93-04-

027 regarding its intentions: whether the intent was merely to complele satisfactory fire 

flow tests before implementation of the rate increase, or whether it intended to require 

plant improvements to meet GO 103 standards before the increase. The Commission 

noted that where inadequate service results from reliance upon the GO 103 

"grandfather" clause, the Commission has authority to order replacements before 

expiration of economic utilization of facilities in use. It remanded the proceedings to 

AL} Ryerson for additional evidence, but to take into account the costs of immediate 

replacements and who would bear the cost. Implementation of the 0.93-04-027 rate 

increase was deferred pending further proceedings; and Citizens was again directed to 
proceed on the l\faster Plan. 

J Section 1(1)(a) of GO 103 prOVided: 

"The standards herein prescribed are intended as minimum standards applicCible 
after adoption and continued full utilizatiOJ\ of existing facilities is contemplated. 
Nothing contained in any of the rules herein promulgated shall be construed to 
require the replacement or abandonment prior 10 the expiration of economic 
utilization of facilities in use at the time of adoption of these rules unless the 
Commission, after heCIting.. shaH enter an order direding the abandonn\ent or 
replacement of particular facilities found to be inadequate for the rendition of 
proper public utility service." 
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The December 1993 Citizens Draft Master Plan 
After Citizens' consultant Montgomery \Vatson completed a draft Master 

Plan (August 1993), it was submitted (or review by the public and Commission staff, 

with a public meeting October 4, 1993, (or comments.' The draft Master Plan concluded 

that the only certain method to obtain the 210 gpm additional suppl)" to meet the 

Commission's orders would be to build a desalination plant; it noted that the well 

altematives cannot produce enough, some potential sources are not available, and that 

to increase the Montara Creek SourCe yield would involve investigations of spring 

sources and possible expansion of the Alta Vista plant for treatment. After modification 

based on comments, including those of the Department of Health Services, a December 

1993 Master Plan was filed on December 20,1993, with copies to all parties to this 

consolidated proceeding. As filed, the Master Plan generally addressed the 0.93-04-027 

requirements, setting forth both specific short- and long-ternl programs or projects to 

accomplish improvements needed for full compliance with GO 103, including a time 

table, funding, and rate impacts. \Vhile other options as to sources for additional 

supplies were discussed, including a desalination plant, the Master Plan settled upon 

the well option as the most feasible, even though it still resulted in a maximum day 

shortage of supply. 

The May 10, 1994 Evidentiary Hearing 
In February, an evidentiary hearing on the iA."'Cember 1993l\iaster Plan 

was set for May 10, 1994. On March 16, 1994, Citizens petitioned to modify 0.93-10-o.t1 

to provide immediate rate relief, pointing out that rate relief had been delayed for more 

than 14 months beyond the date contemplated by the Commission's regulatory lag 

plan, and that the CommiSSion-adopted results of operations showed that absent the 

relief, Citizens would earn 3.9% for 1993; and that the delay had cost Citizens OVer 

$350,000 in revenues. This petition was protested by ORA and complainants. 

, Despite nolice and publicity, only 14 people (including a newspaper reporter) attended. 
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The noticed eVidentiary hearing on May 10, 1994, was attended by all 

parties except for three nonactive original complainants.' The participating parties 

offered an agreement titled "Stipulation-A.91-11-010 and Consolidated Matters," 

dated May 11, 1994, as well as testimony [rom Citizens, DRA, complainants' consultant, 

and complainant \Varhaflig.' The hearing was then adjourned to permit the parties to 

file their motion for acceptance of their stipulation. This was done on May 31, 1994. 

\Vhile all affected interests were served by the stipUlations offered, and a mechanism 

was provided whereby Citizens could implement the long-deferted rate increase, 

paragraph 7 provided specific requirements [or further Commission hearings 

addressing water quality and sources of supply. 

0.94-10-049 (October 26, 1994) 
The decision conditionally accepted the stipulation agreement as the order 

of the Commission, provided that each parlidpating party in writing accepted deletion 

of offending paragraph 7. The Comrnission stated that the paragraph contravened prior 

0.93-O.J-027 as well as Rule 51.1's proscription against indusion in a settlement of 
substantive issues which might come before the Commission in other or future 

proceedings. \Vhen all participating parties filed timely consents to the deletion,' 
0.94-10-049 became effective. 

, Nonactive parties were: Briody, the Garritys, and Michelon. 

• Citizens' Roscoe, D'Addio, and Saccone testified, asserting lire flow compliance under the 
"grandfather" provisions of GO 103, compliance with main replacement requirements, and 
revenue requirements for the in'provements projeded with variation depending upon the time 
(rame to be adopted. ORA's report set forth stcl(f's position that lire flow should be upgraded to 
meet currenl GO 103 standards, and proposed amending the Master Plan with further hearings 
on the Master Plan. Complainants' consultant Bohley (a public works civil engineer) noted 
inconsistencies and inaccuracies in the lire flow test results, asserted inadequate fire flow 
storage capability, and made r.xommendations for improvements. Warhaftig sought further 
hearings, alleging deficiencies in Citizens' plan, a failure to address water quality, and 
unacceptable improvement options, and asserted the availability of options he favors. 

, In filing their consents to deletion of paragraph 7, complainants expressly stated they Were not 
waiving their right to seek rehearing or modification of the dedsion. The utility merely agreed 

FooitlOle continutd 011 ntxt ptlge 
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As issued, the decision provided for initiation of programmed system 

improvements designed to mitigate poor fire flow conditions under a preJiminary 

budget estimate of $1.16 million spread over three years (first year, $341,000; second 

year, $437,100; and third year, $381,100), all subject to modifications. While quality of 

\,'ater and source of supply were not addressed, the decision essentially left further 

implementation of the December 1993 Master P1an capital irnprovements in these two 

areas up to Citizens. The decision also formally dosed the application and the six 

complaints. 

AppJlcation for Rehearing 010.94 .. 10-049 
On November 22,1994, Plo.iFPD, lVarhaftig, and Dekker filed for 

rehearing of 0.94-10-049. Illey contended the decision was inconsistent with 

established Commission policy for regulating problem water companies (basing this 

contention on the approach used by the Commission in another Citizens' water system 

in 1989-Gllemevi1lt District (0.89-11-016». They asserted StipUlation 7 did not intend to 

usurp Commission authority, but n\ercly to supplement the master planning process. 

They stated they effectively had been IIblackmailcd" by the requirements of written 

consents to deletion of paragraph 7, and that they signed only in order to assure 

retention of the urgently needed fire flow improvements contained in the remainder of 

their stipulation. They further alleged legal error in procedure, but chose not to pursue 

it in their application for rehearing.l~ 

to the deletion, and DRA, while consenting to the deletion, expressed reservations about 
leaving provision of adequate service to the discretion of Citilens in view of the Commission's 
statutory obligation to insure adequate service. DRA expressed its understanding that Citizens 
would file a new application with regard to the capital improvements 01 the Master Plan which 
would provide opportunity (or all parties to be heard. 

)0) In their rehearing petition, they had stated that the All's proposed decision had been adopted 
by the Commission \\;thoul compliance with the PU Code § 311 requirements of opportunity to 
comment (noting that receipt of evidence at the May 10, 1994-noticed evidentiary hearing 
constituted the proceeding as a matter having been "heard," so as to bring it within the context 
of PU Code § 311 and Rule 71.1). However, complainants $pedficaUy declined to pursue it as 
"error." 
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0.96·06·063 (June 16, 1996) 
By D.96-06-063, the Commission modified D.94-10-049. It concluded that 

while there was no enor in its reje<:tion of paragraph 7 (since the Commission has the 

right to control its own proceedings, and the intent by the rejection was to focus On fire 

flow in that phase of the prcXeeding), D.94-10-049 was inconsistent with D.94-04-027 to 

the extent the former decision inferred that there need be no hearing on the contents of 

Citizens' Master Plan, and ordered the AL] to issue a ruling affording opportunity to 

comment or be heard in limited evidentiary hearing with respect to the contents of the 
~faster Plan. 

The Commission further made it deat that it had ample authority under 

PU Code §§ 701 and 761, GO 103 provisions, and the Supreme Court Camp Afttker 

decision (51 cxt 845, 862) to order Citizens to improve its fire flow facilities. 

Notice of EvIdentiary Hearing (July 23, 1996) 
In compliance with D.96-06-063's requirement that all parties have 

opportunity to comment or be heard on the contents of Citizen's Master Planj an 

evidentiary hearing was noticed for September 26,1996. Citizens asked leave to file 

prepared testimony (or that evidentiary hearing, and by a July 26, 1996 ALl RuHng, all 

parties were invited to do so. On September 6, 1996, Citizens asked fOr an extension of 

time to file its prepared testimony, and [or postponement of the September 26, 1996 

scheduled evidentiary hearing. On September 12J 1996, the \Vater Division concurred 

with Citizen's request, essentiaHy to aJlow time [or the final revisions by Citizens to the 

Master Plan. On September 16, 1996, an AL) ruling reset the evidentiary hearing (or 

NO\'ember 26, 1996, and ntled that Citizens' Master Plan and its prepared testimony 

had to be served no later than October 25, 1996, and that the prepared testimony of any 

other party had to be filed and served by November 19, 1996. 
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Citizens' Water System Master Plan Update (October 1996) 
On Cktober 24, 1996, Citizens served all palties with its final-version, 

updated Master Plan together with copies of the prepared testimony of 0' Addio and 

Roscoe.1I 

11 The submission was Citizens' final version Master Plan, updated <xtober 1996, submitted 
pursuant to the CoIlUllission's order in D.93-04-027; to list, prioritize, and cost propose plant 
improvements to bring the MOntara system into compliance with GO 100 standards. Apart 
[rom reporting On the lire flow imprOvement projects begun since 199-1, the Master Plan 
proVides analysis and propos.\ls relative to sources of water supply, the system storage and 
pumping facilities, and pipeline replacements, both short and long term, through 20C». 

The improvements (or the ten-year period are estimated at $5.3 million. The fire flow 
projects (1994-1997) are estimated at $1.3 million. The source 01 supply projects (199-1·2004) are 
estimated at S958.000. Storage and interzone pumping projects in the six-zone systen\ (1996-
2(01) are estimated at $2.0 million. Pipeline replacements (1997-2(X).j) are estimated at $784,000. 
Specific year·to-j'ear scheduling, cost item by ite~ [or these projeds is set forth in Tables 7·1 
through 7·5 of the Master Plan. 

The most critical prOblem addressed is the lack 01 sufficient water supplies to do more 
than meet current Uno growth" demand. In 1988, the Commission ordered Citizens to locate 
additional sources and to bring total supply capability to 550 gpm. At that time, the total supply 
was only 3S3 gpm, so that Citizens was to find an additional 167 gpm. Citizens' search (or new 
external supplies has not been sU«essful, despite effort. With existing \"'ells losing capability, 
Citizens nonetheless by September 1996 did increase its maximum capability to 425 gpm by 
addition of a third airport area well and modified-tion of its surface division facilities. 

Ciliuns states that "maximum day demand" is the water systen\ design standard (if 
total supply capability equals or exc~s maximum day demand, storage tanks should refm 
daily, and demand is met). In 199-1·1995, Citizens' maximum day demand was 476 gpm, 
making the deficiency in capability to meet demand 51 gpm (or eXisting customers. &sed on 
limited population projections (the county limits building permits to 125 a year until it can be 
shown that water and sc\\'cr services can handle more), the 200l-2005 maximurn day demand is 
projected to be 520 gpm. The deficiency in supply capability in 2001-2005 thus would be 
95gpm. 

The Master Plan sets forth at length Citizens' efforts to obtain additional supplies to 
meet these deficiencies, and presents its analyses of each option considered. Citizens' 
consultant (Qnduded that the ollly option that would enable Citizens to meet aU the current and 
future needs tluough the year 2035 would be a desalination plant. But the estimated (OSt, 
staged over six years, is estimated to be $9.3 million, and the rcsulting rate impact led the utility 
to irs alternative well option rcconunendation. This recommendation relies upon rehabilitation 
of the existing Guntren and Park wells [or an additional SO gpm supply in the 1997-1999 time 
frame, and to installation of a fourth airport we)) for a potentia170 to 90 gpm additional supply 

Footnote COli lim It'd on uext page 
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Postponement Requests 
On November 15, 1996, complainants sought extension of time to file their 

prepared testimony and for postponement of the evidentiary hearing scheduled for 

November 26, 1996.u The \Vater Division joined in the postponement request, seeking a 

rescheduling (or after January 1, 1997. Citizens did not oppose a moderate deJay. 

Transfer of the Proceeding (November 18, 1996) 
On November 18,1996, the application and complaint consolidated proceedings 

Were transferred to ALJ John B. \Veiss. By his ruling the same day, the eVidentiary 

hearing On the Master Plan was rescheduled (or February 19, 1997, and a deadline set 

for service of the prepared testimony of \Vater Division and complainants on 

January 31, 1997. 

Filing of Prepared Testimony for Evidentiary Hearing (January 31, 
tby;) 
On January 31,1997, complainants Montara-Moss Beach \Vater 

ImproVement Association (MMB\VIA)-\Varha(tig and the Montara Sanitary District 

(MSD), and the Commission \Vater Division, each submitted its prepared testimony 

in the 2001·2002 lime (rame. Upgrades to the Alta Vista Water Treatment plant in the 
immediate (uture are also rC(ommendoo, although additional supplies to be obtained would 
depend upon the ~asonal and unpredictable nature of flo\\'s in Montara Creek. Not 
recommended were acquisition of existing private weJls (unreliable production, 
iron/manganese problems, inabiHty to meet Deparhnent of Health standards, and 
rehabilitation costs); wheeled water (not available to Citizens), purchased water (either not 
available or without firm delivery), and water [rom creeks other than Montara (not available). 
The rate impact were the Master Plan proposals completed, would in year 2001 result in an 
estimated monthly average customer's bill o( $83.35, a 67.02% increase. 

The r«ommended options would require California Environmental Quality Act 
documentation, County Coastal Development permits, a National Pollution Discharge 
Elimination Systetn permit from the Regional Water Quality Control Board, and permits (rom 
the California COastal Commission. The permitting process would take approximately six 
months. 

U Reasons given (or postponement were to .11l0w PMFPD more time to formulate a position in 
view of a change In leadership at PMFPD, and to permit continuation by complainants of 
discussions with various spedal distrids and other enlities. 
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pursuant to the ALJ Ruling.1l The l\.Th-iB\VIA-\Varhaftig and ~ISD submissions were in 

the Corm of a cover letter to the ALJ with an attached Master Plan review. The \Vater 

Division submission was in the form of a formal staff report on Citizens' Master Plan. 

The February 19, 1997 Evidentiary Hearing 
After the ALJ acknowledged receipt for the record of reports or reviews 

(rom the parties to constitute their prepared testimony, the parties indicated that they 

U Each of the three submissions asked that implementation of the Master Plan be bifurcated into 
short-term (two-year) and long-term (eight-)'ear) planning phases. SpedficaUy: 

Waler Division reported the system now was adequate to provide peak hour 
demands (or the present and immediate future (apparentl)' based on 
continuation (If a moratoriunl in the absence of new sources). Staff agre-ed with 
elimination of a desalination option and recornn'ended foUowing the Plan's weU 
option together \"'ith optimization of storage facilities (as scheduled through 
200l in the Plan). As to long-term water sources, starE would postpone planning 
until after theexpccted early 1998 DWR study, and then have aU parties 
(ooperate to find a resolution. 
MMBWIA.Warhaftig asked delay in other than short-term projects, stating that 
until the DWR report is available, new water sour(CS cannot properly be 
addressed. Warhaftig stated the MMBWIA had ac('ess to "unreliable" sources of 
water that could be donated to his association «(or a tax deduction) from two 
farm companies unwilling to sell their right to surplus water to Citizens. 
Warha(tig asks that Citizens be ordered to purchase this water when available 
fcom MMBWIA. 

MSD questions the two large storage tanks proposed by the Master Plan for the 
schoolhouse site (one in 1997-1998; the second in 2002-200t), but does not 
otherwise address the present storage deficit. MSD points up the fact that 
expanded sewage capacity after 1998 will relieve one of the two limitations to 
building permit limits, but that the Master Plan provides no additional water 
sources to allow removal of the existing moratorium. It asks revision of the 
Master Plan to cover the range of growth possible with the expected sewer 
cclpability, noting that water Sour«'s double those existing ' ... ·ould be nceded. 
However, it con(edes that lithe location of this additional water supply is 
unknown." Noting the indicated (ost of additional infrastructure to serve an 
expanded population it would allow MSD to collect a water service charge (or 
new development when sewer connection is granted and usc these funds to 
lund such additional infrastructure, then lease the infrastructure back to Citizens 
MSD would hold all but the fire flow and some minor pipeline replacement in 
abeyance until after the OWC study and appropriate public-private partnership 
agr('Cments between Citizens and MSD are obtained. 
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were seeking a continuance of the hearing (or the purpose of possibly firming up a 

proposed settlement agreement. A February 14, 1997 informal meeting to explore the 

possibility had assertedly been productive, and proposals had been exchanged in 

recognition of much common ground. 

In response to questions from ALJ \Veiss, both ~1MBWIA and MSD stated 

there was no interest in an acquisition of Citizens' system, MMBWIA stating it did not 

believe the system was financially viable. MMBWIA-Warhaftig stated that the 

Association had access to some privately:.owrtoo water not available diredly to Citizens; 

and that the private partner would in exchange donate this nomeliable water source 

when available to Citizens for a tax deduction!~ Admittedly; this could only be of 

intemlittent, short-term help, and was not something Citizens (ould rely upon for 

future development. Citizens expressed its concerns regarding control of (acilities in 

light of the utility's responsibility to provide sen'ice. MSD stated that in its special 

status, it also retained unexercised water claim rights which it (ould bring to some 

(ooperative mix of the special powers it had \vith (1) a nonprofit tax exempt 

organization such as MMB\VIA, and (2) the regulated investor owned public utility 

which is Citizens. Both MMB\VIA and MSD felt there was water out there, the location 

o( which the DWR study would determine. 

AlJ \Veiss pointed out that this proceeding had been pending over fi\'e 

years with Httle progress, and that the Commission wanted it brought to a close. 

However, in vic\\.' of the parties' opinion that they were near a settlement, further 

proceedings would be deferred to allow a noticed settlement conference:::o that the}' 

could present an agreement for the Commission's early consideration. The parties 

agreed upon March 10, 1997, for a settlement conference. 

U Apparently not considered by the MMBWIA was the (act that such activity pursuant to PU 
Code § 216(c) would cause the l\fMBWIA to itseH become a public utilily subject to the 
jurisdiction, control, and regulation o( the Comn\ission. (Set PU Code §§ 216(c) and 204.) 
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An agreement was reached, but delays attributable to vacations held up 

signing (Citizens 4/28/97, \Vater Division, 5/2/97, Dekker 6/3/97, MMB\VIA-

Warhaftig 6/4/97, MSD 6/4/97, and PMFPD 6/5/97), and it was not until August 13, 

1997 that their Joint Motion for Approval of a Settlement was Wed. The day of filing, 

the AL] caused notices of a settlement conference, to be followed immediately by an 

evidentiary hearing on August 26,1997, to be sent all parties. 

The August 26, 1997 StJttlement ConferenctJ and Evidentiary Hearing 
As submitted, the Settlement Agreement proposed to bifurcate 

authorization to proceed on the Master Plan improvements. Apart from the fire-flow 

improvements previously authorized and due for completion in 1997, only some 

telemetry ($86,000), fl'linor pipeline replacements ($112,000), and minor storage and 

pumping work ($140,000) would be done in 1997-1998. The fourth airport well drilling 

($238,000) and more niinor pipeline work ($56lK)(» would be authorized for 1998-1999. 
The $642,000 cost re(overy lor these expenditures would be deferred to future rate 

proceed ings. 

The rest of the Master Plan improvements (estimated at $3 million) would 

be deferred for (onsideration until after all parties revienfed the anticipated D\VR 

study, and in essence reformulated the Master Plan lito satisfy al1 parties," and 

incorporated an)' C(onomkally feasible results from the study. If the D\VR study did 

not get completed, the parlies agreed to cooperate to pursue "prudent and necessary 

capital improvements." The agreement would also have Citizens consider ptoposals 

advanced by any party to reduce any overall costs of capital improvements with 

r~ourse to the Commission if Citizens did not agree. 

The Master Plan improven'ents left in this limbo included the Guntren 

and Park \· ... ell projects to improve prtsmt sources of supply (1997-1999), the 

schoolhouse site initial storage facility (1997-1999), standby diesel generator (1999-2(00), 

the second storage tank (2002-2004), and substantial pipeline replacements (1999-2004). 
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Except for the \Vater Division, complainants wanted the complaint docket 

left open to facilitale Commission interventions. Citizens would dismiss the complaints 

rather than leave these dockets open for many more years. 

Commenting on the agreement proUered, ALJ \Vciss observed that while 

adoption of some short-term projeds appeared a reasonable resolution finally of 

problems that initiated these proceedings six years agol to place the rest of the Plan's 

projects on a vague hold basis on the chance that a DWR study wiJIlocate abtmdant 

sources so as to obviate some or all is not satisfactory. Some of these to-he-held projects 

should be started immediately as they have been needed WJtu: site work and 

construction of the 650,000 gallon storage tankj rehabiHtalion of the Guntren and Pack 

wells to increase the present supply {ron\ known sources, and the pipelines to replace 

undersized piping and reduce high velocities in a fire demand. Il the O\VR study comes 

up dry or with slim pickings (and for years no one has found morc water sources), we 

would be back to ground zero with seven years lost. The ALJ stated: 

"This proceeding has been open forn'lally since November of 1991. 
The past history and progress do not prOVide much encouragement 
(or a more expeditious progress if the matter is continued to keep it 
open for possible future consideration of proposals to reduce 
overall costs of capital improvements. Ii 

The AL) noted the intention of the Commission to expeditiously bring an 

proceedings of any vintage to a speedy dose. He noted that were all the Master Plan 

prospeds to be authorized now for the time schedule of the Plan, the planning and 

permitting preliminaries would still mean that actual construction would not begin 

before late 1998. Thus UUle would be lost by authorization 110W if the D\VR study romes 

up with gold. 

The Master Plan improvements accommodate only the presently projected 

population and restricted de\'elopment into the next century. AU the Plan's projects are 

needed to accommodate onl}' that scenariO. If new water sources are found l significant 

additional infrastructure will be needed I and the prescnt Master Plan can be added to as 
needed. 
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Temporary, as available, infusions of private source water not guaranteed 

as to duration or constancy of supply do not provide a basis to lilt the present 

moratorium. The Commission will not set a stage (or subsequent rationing which 

would be necessary if an expanded demand base should then lose or be cut off (rom 

such intermittent unreliable additional infusions. Nor would it be prudent for Citizens 

to expend funds or its credit to invest in wells, pipelines, and treatment facilities for 

unowned sources of this nature. 

For these reas6nsthe ALI found the proffered settlement agreement 

unacceptable. Offered opportunity of( record to discllSS possible amendn\ent to provide 

something acceptable, the parties after a r~ess returned to state: 

liThe parties would agree that Citizens may pr<xeed with the 
Master Plan subject to the D\VR study results. And it there's any 
additional water sources provided (or in that report, we'll 
incorporate then\ into the master planning ptOcess;artd we'll WOrk 
out the language on doing that through an applicaHon and having 
the staff bring it to the Commission1s attention through an OIR if its 
not done through the application. 

"The parties also are going to modify the proposal to address 
r~overy of (ost through the advice letter process and are going to. 
make one n\h\Of modification to one of the projects, the $10/000 
diversion project, to move that to occur in a later year." (Tr. 798.) 

It was agreed b}' all parties present that a revised agreement would be 

signed by the participating parties and submitted at the continued evidentiary hearing 

scheduled by the AL} (or Friday morning, August 291 1997.1$ 

Turning next to the August 131 1997 noticed Evidentiary segment for the 

August 26,1997 hearing, the ALI accepted evidence of(en~d either to supplement or 

amend the earlier (January 31,1997) submissions by the parties of prepared testimony. 

IS Warha(tig asked, if the parties' signature were on the revised agreement, would their 
prescn(e be n~ed at the Friday, August 29, 1997 hearing? He was told, "you \\'on't have to be 
here unless you want to be." 
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Citizens entered the earlier D'Addio and Roscoe prepared testimony, amended to 

reflect D'Addio as the witness (Exh. I-September 26, 1997), and its Cktober 1996 

updated Master Plan (Exh. 2-August 26, 1997). Each party present, MMBWIA-

\Valhaftig; Dekker, M50, and \Valer Division was of{erro opportunity to cross-examine 

on the witness Or exhibits. Each stated it had no questions. There Were no other offers to 

supplement or amend earlier prepared testimony. 

The ALJ questioned 0' Addio on the latter's testimony and lor clarification 

of a number o[ eJements in both the agreement and the Master Plan. Nothing further 

was of(ered and the parties waived briefs. The matter was then submitted with 

provision for receipt of an amended agr€e'ment on August 29, 1997. 

The August 29, 1997 Hearing 
The proceeding having been submitfed August 26, 1997, the only 

ostensible purpose of the Friday, August 29,1997 hearing was to receive the revised 

agr~mcnt signed b}' the participating parties [or the Commission's consideration on 

the record, Or possibly to hear any potential exceptions they might wish to address. But 

on August 29, 1997, only Citizens and the Water Division appeared for the scheduled 

hearing to receive an amended agreement. These two parties presented a revised 

agr~ment reflecting the matters purportedly agreed upon at the August 26,1997 

eVidentiary hearing. Citizens and the \Vater Di\'ision each had signed the amended 

agreement (August 27, 1997 and August 29, 1997, respectively). However, despite the 

prior agreement none o[ the complainant parties made a.n appearance, nor had they 

provided notice to the Commission, Citizens, or the \Vater Division that they would not 

appear, had decided not to join or sign the agreement} or had any objections. The 

Commission proceeding was just left hanging. Unsuccessful attempts were made to 
telephone complainants. 

After wailing an appropriate lime} ALJ \Veiss proceeded without the 

missing complainants, and the agreement sigt\cd and submitted by Citizens and the 

Water Division was received as a contested stipulation from those parties (or 

consideration in the submitted proceeding. The two-party agreement consisted of their 
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stipulations classifying the Master Plan projects as baseline, short teml, and long term, 

and proposed advice letters and future rateprocecdings 10 enable Citizens to rc<over 

costs to he incurred. It also provided that continuation on certain of the Plan's projc<ls 

would be reviewed after review of the OWR study and that any economical and 

operationally (easible results of that study could be presented to the Comn\ission for 

possible incorpOration into the Master Plan by a Citizens' application, or if Citizens 

failed to do so, by a \Vater Division proposal for the Commission to open an 

investigation. It was further stipulated that the Cornmission would dose the pending 

proceedings by a decision approving their agreement." Pursuant to Rule 51.4 of the 

Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, a copy of the two-party agreement was 

mailed as a "oontesled stipulation" to each complainant of record (on September 2, 1997 

to the 3 inactive participants, and on September 4, 1997 to the 4 acthte participants). By 
cover letter each \'las informed of the 30-day comment period afforded by the rule. 

There were no comments received in response.tJ 

U The Citizens-Water Division sp6n50rro Agreement is appended to this decision as 
AppendixA. 

11 The only conU1\Uniccltion to be received by the Commission within the 3O-day Rule 51.4 
period for COrrul'lent \"JS a September 5, 19'97 letter (re<eived a w~k after the August 29, 1997 
heJring day) from complainants MMBWIG-\Vat'ha(tig and Dekker. Irt it they stated they would 
nOl sign the Citizens-Water Division agreement. No. excuse was offered (Or their failure to 
appear on August 29, 1997. In the letter they assert they had lacked notice that the August 26, 
1997 prO<:'CCding was also evidentiary hearing. This despite the fact that the August 13,1997 
notice was titled "Notice of Evidentiary Hearing:' and the text stated "a settlement ronferen~ 
to be followed inunediately by an evidentiary hearing in the above entitled matter." The letter 
asserts lack of opportunity to prepare dired Or cross examination on Citizens' witnesses 
testimony or the Master Plan. This dissemblace disregards the fact that eath had had roptes of 
the D'Addio-Roscoe prepared testimony sin(e October of 1996, and that after opportunity to 
study that (nMerial, they had submitted pr('pared testimony in the (Orrrt of "r('views" o( thelt 
material the previous January 31; 1997, so that they had seven months in which to prepare. 
Their letter continues, listing changes they want which cssentiaUy would result in deferral of 
most projects for "reformation" at a future tinle, making a mockery of the Master Plan. 

Thrse delay tactks, gross misrepresentatiDn of facts, and cclvalier disrespect of the 
Comn\ission and its processcs raise serious questiOns of deliberate violation of Rule 1 (the Code 
of Ethics) 01 the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure. 
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Discussion 
This proceeding, consolidating the application of a small problem water system 

for a rate increase after a ten-year interval, with miscellaneous complaints of five 

individuals and a fire protection district, has now been open six years. 

After certain delays, the rate relief was granted and no longer is an issue. 

However, the complaints, involving inadequate water supplies, water quality, low 

pressure, leaking mains, inadequate water storage facilities, and fire flow issues, are stiU 
open. 

In 1992, following a public meeting conducted by Our staff, an ALJ conducted 

public participation hearings, and five days of evidentiary hearing, this small utility in a 

very complex service territory with a long history of insufficient water sources, was 

directed to expeditiously prepare a short and long-term Master Plan for system 

improvements which would bring the system into compliance with General Order 

(G.O.) 103. Provision was made for public comment, and the Plan was to take into 

consideration State Health Department drinking water standards, as well as prior 

Commission orders that the utility obtain suWcient additional water supply sources to 

bring its total capacity up to 550 gpm. The path since has been long and tortuous. 

An initial draft of a Master Plan was released for public comment in August of 

1993. It was followed in December of 1993 with the initial Master Plan (which contained 

essentially the same clements subsequently included in the final updated October 1996 

Master Plan). This December 1993 version included revisions on the initial draft 

reflecting comment received a(ter release of the draft. Prepared by the Montgomery 

\Vatson consultants, it conceded undersized source capacity, storage capacity, and an 

insufficient distribution system, pointing up needed fire flow, standby pon'er, booster 

pumping and pipeline improvements to be undertaken. 

The Plan acknowledged the long experienced inadequate water source problems 

and recited Citizens efforts to remedy the problem in an area where water supplies 

contain substantial iron and manganese. For the n\ost part, these efforts have not bt.'en 

successful. As to most recent efforts the Plan at length described and evaluated a 

considerable nunlber and variation of known potentially additional sources, grouping 
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these finally into eight options. Rated for potential capacity, reliability, aItd relative cost, 

three were eliminated as unavailable to Citizens (wheeled water, purchases from 

districts, other creeks); existing private weBs showed likelihood of small return for the 

effort; and desalination would be very expensive. The most feasible were the Guntren 

and Park rehabilitations, and a new airport , ... ell. Two potential ways to increase supply 

from Montara Creek by a dam or construction of spring wens indicated an estimated 

64 gpm polential, but uncertainties over lack of data, costs, environmental concerns, 

and effect on dowIlStream aquifer recharge led to elimination of the option. \Vhilethe 

well option is recommended, it is conceded that it can produce only an approx.in1ate 

lOS gpm of the 161 gpm needed to attain maximum day demand, set as the objective by 

the Commission. II 

Area population growth has been held fairly (onstant by a (ombination of the 

1986 Commission (onne<:lion moratorium and the County limitation on building 

permits. (However, as enlarged seWer treatment facilities will be available after 

iA"(:cmbcr 1998, the onl}t obstacle to growth will be the limited water supply.> In 

re<:ognition of the fact that the well option set forth in the Plan cannot provide enough 

additional supplies to do more than meet the present needs, Montgomery \Valson in the 

u In 1986, when the Commission order was issued, the system produced only 269 gpm, and 
with the limited 642,000 gallons of storage capability then available, the s)'stem was then 
capable of providing only a barely adequate level of service for the 1,502 COlU1CCtiOns. But this 
was acoomplished by using rationing programs and stored water (or short times. And the 
system was not capabJe of producing "reliable" levels of supply ("Reliable" supply is defined 
as the total supply less that part fumished by the largest single source; the concept being the 
level of sen'ice available when the largest we)) is suffering an outage). 

Production facilities typically are designed to provide enough water to meet maximum day 
demands. By 1992, Citizens' system's average day demand was 316 gpm and average aU source 
production 390 gpm. Maximum day demand was 471 gpn\, but maximum day all source 
produclion was 408 gptn, with reliable maximum day aU source production only 310 gpm. 
AC\:ordingly, additional sources of 161 gpm were then needed to meet the 1992 maximum day 
demand (471 gpm - 316 gpm = 161 gpm). And this assumed that a1l sour~~s continued 
production at their cunent rat~ (most of the utility's wells Cclnnot operate at rated capacity 
because of abrasive material in the water, age of the pump, Or drop in the aquifer le\'eJ). 
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1993 Plan recommended evaluation of a desalination plant with potential to meet 

present and future needs. But as cost estimates for desalination indicated year 2005 

average customer monthly bills of $131.90, a 178% inn"ease, the desalination option was 

set aside in favor of the well option. The wen option set out in the 1993 Plan prioritized 

recommendations; in the first year water source capacity additions, followed the 2!1d and 

3'4 year with fire protection improvements including pipelines, with storage additions 

the next two years. In the 2!1d five-}tear period, storage, standby power, and booster 

improveIrtents followed pipeline replacements. Total estimated cost: $6~,OOO. 

,In the May 1994 evidentiary hearing that subsequently resulted .. prepared 

testimony was received relative to the Plan. In particular, the testimony of complainant 

witness Bohley was instructively helpful on fire flow and emergency deficiencies. Apart 

from recommending in\mediale addition of over a million gallons of additional storage/ 

he r~ommended immediate programs to check valves and pressure reducers, further 

hydrant testing, main replacements, construction of emergency generators, systems 
controls and te1emetry. (Much of his re<:ommendation was worked into the final 

October 1996 Master Plan.) \Varhaftig was critical and sought more community 

participation. Unhappy with water quality, and both desalination and well options, he 

provided no evidence of altemative permanent sources (his wheeling and neighboring 

district purchase options were adequately discussed in the later final October 1996 

Plan). Warhaftig's proposals that surplus water when available be purchased from 

nearby (arm ranches would 1\ot answer the need for reliable permanent additional 

sources, as \Varhaftig himseU later conceded. Such purchaS('s could be helpful to reliJl 

urgently needed additional storage tanks planned, but substantial costs would be 

involved in drilling wells in th~ ranches and providing pipelines to additional 

treatl\\ent plants. In that such unreliable sources could not provide a foundation for 

lifting the connection moratorium, an investment in them without ownership and rate 
base recovery appears unrealistic. 

The final October 1996 Master Plan recognized that the Faratlon Vista Project (of 
148 units) would not proceed unless significant additional water (beyond the weJl 

option additions) is found in the future; records the finalization of fire flow 
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improvements; centers storage, booster pumps and pressure valvc stations at the 

central schoolhouse site; eliminate desalination; pursues the well option; and optimizes 

storage facilities as soon as possible. 

The fina1 plan spreads $5,291,491 of capital improvements, prioritized over the 

1994-2004 period, and is designed to bring the system into compHance with G.O. 103. To 

the extent Citizens deemed it possible without recourse to desalination, the weU option 

water addilion would bring current total yield to 533 gpm, slightly short of the 

Commission/s overaH 550 gpm objective. The Plan also adds significant storagc capacity 

toward alleviation of that grave deficiency. 

At the February 19, 1997 evidentiary hearing, there was a general discussion 

relating to the participation of various complainants in resolution of the problems of the 

system. Questioned by AL} lVeiss, both MMB\VIA-'Varhaftig and MSD indicated that 

neither was interested in any acquisition of the system. {Warhaftig stated that he did 

not think it would be CinandaUy viable.r' However, both were interested in a vague sort 

of joint venture teaming Citizens' public utility status and powers with MSO's ability as 

a public entity to borrow money at low rates and/or taxI and MMBWIA's nonprofit, tax 

exempt status. But Citizens was concerned with terms of ownership, control of facilities, 

and its responsibilities as a public utility, being an investor owned public utility. With 

regard to MSO's concerns (expressed in its prepared testimony) of the unfairness of 

saddling existing customers with costs to expand the system to serve another 1,700 

customers (assuming that additional water, location unknown but discovery antidpated 

from the 1998 DWR study, becomes available), and MSD's proposal that MSO impose a 

water conne<tion charge (or new connections, and use the monies collected to finance 

the necessary additional facilitiC'S, the AL) suggested that as there was historical 

precedent for a public water utility to impose its own connection fee that consideration 

It Warhaftig stated that about ten years earlier, in association with San Matoo County, a County 
service area entity had been contemplated to acquire the CHizens' system, but that interE'st had 
since been lost. 
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be ghoen to Citizens obtaining Commission authorization (or Citizens to impose such a 

new connection fcc, with the fees to go into a blocked account (rom ",'hich specific 

improvement expenditures would require Commission staff approval. 

At this hearing the parties stated that they were almost in fuJI agreement on a 

settlement (although Citizens expressed some reservations) but wanted a continuance 

to linn matters up. \Vhile expressing the Commission's coneenl to bring the proceeding 

to a doSe as expeditiously as it COuld, the ALJ agreed to a March 10,1997 formal 

settlement confcrenre (Rule 51.1(b) to afford aU opportunity to review any settlement 

proposal), after which the matter wou1d be returned to calendar. 

After five months' delay due to party negotiations and various vacations, the 

ALJ ordered and held a duly noticed settlement conference and evidentiary hearing on 

August 26,1997, at which time an All Party Settlement Agreement was offered. 

This all party proffered settlement of August 26, 1997 is not acceptable. Apart 

(rom the fire flow improven\enM listed on Table 7·1 of the l\taster Plan [or years 1994-

1996 (estimated amount $552,871) [or which the ratemaking in\pacts have already been 

addressed by Advke Letters after their completion, and the coinpleted Alta Vista 

Treatment Plant project ($250,000) listed in Table 7-3 (or year 1994-1995 «(or which no 

ratemaking impact treatment as yet has been addressed), and the all party proposal 

incorporating $790,100 o( other (ire flow projects under way since 1994 and due (or 

completion in 1997 «(or which ratemaking was authorized by D.93-04-027), and 

acceptance by the parties of the vitally needed 4L
" airport wen ($238,000 (or 1998-1999), 

the proffered settlement was limited to acceptance of only another $4O.t,OOO of the Plan's 

remaining $3,718,521 of proposed proj«ts. Those acceptoo would be an immediate 

$10,000 (or the diversion stmcturcj $226,000 ill 1998 (or pumping and telemetry at the 

Schoolhouse, Portola and Alta Vista storage tanks, and $168,000 in 1998·1999 for some 

miscellaneous pipeline replacements. 

But lelt in limbo (or possible future authorization after the O\VR study and to be 
subjected to future agreement to be negotiated with con\plainants would be the rest o( 
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the improvement projects needed now. These include the redrilling and rehabilitation 

of the existing Guntren and Park weHslO ($290,000 in 1997-1998); the associated Guntren 

iron/manganese treatment plant and raw water line ($170,000 in 1998-1999); the 

urgently needed 650.000 gallon storage tank at the Schoolhouse sitell ($618,000 in 1997-

1998) to assist in partially meeting the present deficiency in operational, emergency, and 

fire fighting storage; the replacement operations building at the Schoolhouse site 

($393,000 in 1998-1999); the standby diesel generator, tank, electrical. and controls 

($409,000 in 1999-2(00); and additional pipeline replacements in the remaining period 

1999-2004 ($616,520).12 

l!I The Master Plan stated that its primary and recommended (()Ufse of action (or increasing 
present water source capability \,'ould be the improvements to these two wells to provide an 
in<rease of SO gpm, which when added to the 28 gpm average annual withdrawal expected 
(rom the 4111 airport well would add 108 gpm to current produ,tion, resulting in a total 01 about 
533 gpm, which based On current population projections would provide enough capacity unlil 
ye-'r 2012. 

11 A warer system must provide storage capacity be}'ond source capacity (or operational, 
emergeocy, and lire lighting purposes. Operational storage is needed to supply peak hours 
\"hen demand exceeds the maximum day production rate. It is replenished during 0(( peak 
hours when demand faUs back below the production rale. Typically, operation storage 
approximately equals 25% of maximum day demand. Citizens needs 170,000 gallons 
operational storage (471 x 60 x 24 = 678,240 4- 4 = 169,560). Emergency storage is based upon 
historical experience and time required to corred emcrgenci('S. Citizens uses tlu~ days of 
current demand, or 1,370,OC() gallons emergency storage as its criteria (316 x 60 x 24 x 3 ::: 
1.365,120). Fire fighting storage is regulated by G.O. 103 (2 hours flow at 2,000 gpm) and 
requires 240,000 gallons storage. AC'Cordingly, the system should have 1,7$0,000 gallons tOlal 
storage. The Citizens' system has only 760,000 gallons storage, resulting in a current deficiency 
of 1,020,()(X) galtons.lnterestingly, complainant's expert witness Bohley in 199-1 ftXommended 
"an immediate program for the design and construction of an additional 1,120,000 gallons 01 
storage," 

The first tank proposed in 1997-1998 ($618,()(X) would add 650,000 gClllons urgently needed 
stor.1ge capability. 

%l A signifk.1nt concern, common to the initial complaints and repeatedly exprcss«l in the 
public mccting and hearings, was the quality of water·being delivered. MMBWIA·Warhaftig 
complained that the Master Plan did not address ,,,'ater quality (small, taste, cotor, and 
turbidity). Citizens Plan presents evidence that the water meets Health Department Standards. 
Citizens' NicdCl~rger testified conceding there were secondary or aesthetic probJems 
attlibutable to the loc.1) iron/manganese situation but also to the fact that the distribution 

Foo/note ('otltitHlt.1 ou ned pagt 
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Of less immediate concern is the second 650,000 gallon storage tank scheduled 

for the 2002-200! period ($405,OOO}.13 

It certainly appears that this consolidated proceeding has assumed a life of its 

own. It appears to reflect the paralysis of compromise dedsionmaking too frequently 

associated with the committee approach to resolution of difficult problems. Six yeats 

has produced little but resolution of the fire flow problem and upgrade of the Alta Vista 

Treatment Plant. Complainants OVer the intervening years have been afforded ample 

oppOrtunity to have participated in fashioning solutions to the problerns that gave rise 

initially to this proceeding. The system was in terrible shape. But six years of 

discussions, hearings" negotiations, and conferences have produced relativeJy little 

progress in rehabiJitating the system. The essential proposals of the Master Plan" 

prepared by a well known, competent consulting fim\ in this field, have been known to 

all parties since August of 1993. Two revisions have been prepared and distributed 

since, resulting in the final Cktober 1996 Plan. They provide expert professionally 

designed improvements to bring the system up to G.O. 103 and g~neratly accepted 

industry stands, which was our intention in D.93-04-027 and D.96-06-063. 

Afforded opportunity to submit prepared testimony specifically addressing the 

Plan's proposals, almost nothing very constructive apart from the excellent earlier 

Bohley critique on fire flow, pumping, and storage matters was provided. Bohley's 

recommendations were considered and helped fashion re<:omntendalions in the PJan. 

MSD's prepared testimony criticized Jocation of the two proposed 650,000 storage 

tanks, and was constructive. The first tank is proposed at that site for immediate 

system had been constructed with pre-1955 era st~1 pipe. The replacement program 
represented by the Plan's rEX'ommendalions addresses the water quality issue. 

11 While the ~ond tank could be filled with purchased water and retained for fire prohxlion, if 
that water sits undisturbed rNdy for a lire, the water becomes unfit for drinking due to lack of 
circulation. II used in c\'ent of a firel the entire distribution system would be<ome contaminated 
and would requite disinfection, a "boil water" order, and incur ex~nse to disinfed. But the 
option wm be there. 
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construction (needed yesterday according to Bohley) and the many reasons (or placing 

it at the central Schoolhouse location are amply addressed in the Plan. There is 

abundant time before the scheduled 2002-2004 proposed constntction of the second 

650,000 gallon tank to determine whether it should be located elsewherc-{)f e\'en 

constructed at all. Should water supplies be discovered at a higher location, it may be 

best to locate the se<:ond tank at a higher location than the Schoolhouse site. And if no 

water additions are feasible, a second tank would be difficult, if not impossible, to fill Of 

keep filled raising a question whether it should be built at all in that event. 

MMB\VIA-\Varha(tig and MSD repeatedly have pointed up anticipated sewer 

capacity relief expected by the end of 1998, asserting that the Plan should address a 

system designed to serve the growth expected f( eXisting connection and permit 

limitations are lifted. But unless significant new water SOurces are found and feaSibly 

added to the Citizens' system, there can be nO lifting of the Commission's moratorium 

on new connections. Over the years many studies have been made, but no significant 

new sources found. Impracticality and/or expense rules out numerous small known 

potential additive sources. Perhaps; the DWR study expected in 1998 will produce the 

hoped fOf miracle despite the failures of othet studies to do so. But more time cannot be 

lost in correcting yesterda.y's problems still with us. If the study does not reveal new 

potential sources that are economically feaSible, nothing is lost but growth. the system 

under any circumstances cannot a((ord the luxury of not fully de\rcloping or 

rehabilitating existing sources such as the Guntren and Park \Vens. \Vhile these wells 

produce water containing undesirable quantities of iron/manganese, the water 

treatment faci1ity also being provided will render the water useful, if only on a blended 

basis. 

Should the D\VR study, after digestion, indicate additional sources, while these 

are being evaluated and planned there would be ample time to plan additional facilities 

to recover, treat, store, and distribute that water to wherever the new developments 

will be placed. The Master Plan was charged with resolution of existing problems; it 

does not and was not charged by the Commission to indulge in planning precatory, 

speculative additional plant to accommodate potential gro\, .. th should significant 
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discoveries of new water permit lifting of the moratorium, The Plan did what the 

Commission ordered, and it does address professionally and competently what expert 

consultants recommend is required now and in the immediate (ulure to avoid the 

outages and fire fl{>\\,t problems for the needs of the existing customers. It also proposes 

to provide the J\ecess~ry operating, emergency and fif\~fighting storage as required to 

comply with accepted professional standards and G.O. 103. 

The Commission in this proceeding put to rest issues relating to its authority 

under the PU Code, case law, and G.O. 103 to older replaCement before expiration of 

economic utilization of existing fadlities where the public welfare requires it. The 

Commission recognized the sad state of this system and the validity of n\uch in the 

complaints filed. Citizens was ordered to and did produce this h.iaster Plan. 

Complainants had opportunity to comment or be heard in lin\ited hearing on the Plan. 

The desalination option was eliminated and options to bring up source supply to 550 

gpm were extensively studiedi and the Plan's ptoposals come dose, given the known a 

limited water resources of the area. 

Conclusfons 
\Ve will bring this proceeding to a dose. The time to bring the system to 

standards is past due. If new developments are indicated by the D\VR study, as we will 
provide, either the utility or our staff will initiate a new proceeding to address these 

future developments. 

Accordingly, while we do not adopt either the August 26, 1997 all Parly 

Settlement offered or the August 29, 1997 Citizens-Water Division Stipulation offer, we 

do adopt portions along with most of the Citizens' final October 1996 Master Plan as 

our resolution of this (onsoHdated proceeding. 

\Ve ' .... ill authorize Citizens to proceed with specific improvement projects as 

proposed by October 1996h.faster Pian during the time frames we indicate and at the 

estimated costsl as set forth in the order that (o))ows. Following the end of each 

calendar year, the r~temaking impacts of such specific improvement projects as have 

been completed and are in service by the end of that calendar year may be submitted to 
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the Commission by Advice Letter.:~ Should the Advice Letter submission not be 

resolved within (otir months of its filing, Citizens may file an application \\'ith the 

Commission to resolve the ratemaking impacts of the Advice Letter filing. 

Citizens wiJI be ordered to review the O\VR study after it becomes available. 

\Vithin five months after release of the study, Citizens will consider any economical and 

operationally feasible results from the study, and will file an application with the 

Commission to incorporate into the Master Plan specific proposals effectuating such 

results along with a time frame and cost estimate. Should the D\VR study provide a 

reasonable, feasible, and economic basis for changes ot elimination of any of the specific 

improvement projects we are authorizing in the order that follows, Citizens in its 

application will propose such changes Or eliminations. 

The Large \Vater Branch will also be ordered to review the D\VR study after it 

beComes available. If Citizens fails to file an application, or the application it files fails to 

incorporate economic and operationally feasible results [rom the O\VR study, Or to 

propose changes or elimination of any of the specific proje<:ts we here authorize which 

no longer have a reasonable feasible or economic basis as a result of the contents of the 

study, the Large \Vater Branch shall propose to the Commission an Order Instituting 

Investigation (011). 

In either event, a Citizens application or an OIl, the participating captioned 

complainants herein would be noticed and afforded opportunity to participate as 

provided by our Rules of Practice and Procedure. 

Comments on the Prepared Decision of the Administrative Law Judge 
As provided by PU Code § 31lJ the Proposed Decision of A LJ \Veiss was served 

on the participating parties to this proceeding. The \Vater Division filed con\ment. 

14 This includes the ratemaking impact of the now completed and in service improvements to 
the Alta Vista Treahrtent Plant .. which enhance the systcm's ability alleasl seasonally to draw 
more (ron\ tht' unpredictable flows in Montarcl Creek. 
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Complainants PMFPD, \Varhaftig, Dekker, and intervenor District jointly also filed 

comment. No Reply Comments were submitted. 

Both comments pointed out certain typographical errors which have b~n 

corrected herein. Several factual errors have also been corrected in the text. 

The \Vater Division comment, while conceding that both the rejected Settlement 

Agreement between the \Vater Division and Citizens and the Proposed. Decision allow 

Citizens to proceed with all the projects In the Master Plan, expresses concern that the 

Proposed Decision does not provide a process for Ongoing consideration of cost 

reduction proposals to assure (ost-efficient impro\'cments. However, as improvements 

arc submitted for inclusion in rate base, there will be ample opportunity (or stafl review 

of these costs before inclusion. And should the anticipated D\VR study identify 

realistically accessible alternate sOurces of water located so as to obviate any of the 

l\1aster Plan projects over the forthcoming five years, there will also be ample 

opportunity, through a resulting Citizens' application or a \\'ater Division 0111 to 

incorporate changes or to halt projects. Both types of proceedings would afford 

opportunity for community participation. Basically the Master Plan is designed to 

remedy problems 01 the eXisting system-the probJems that initiated these complaints. 

As to these projects, the up-front financing must be provided by Citizens, and not 

through joint venture financing involving District. It must also be remembered that this 

system is not a public entity; it is a private, investor-owned utility characteriz£!d by 

proprietary ownership of its facilities, involving fundamental ratc base issues. Early in 

the regulation of all California public utilities, the Commission accepted as a 

fundamental principle that in general, a utility should own the instrumentalities by 

means of which it tenders service. (/tl re Pmclice of Waler, Gas, £Ite. & Ttl. tim (1915) 8 

CRRC 372.) Should District or another public entity conclude it can do better, the option 

of possible purchase or eminent domain acquisition is available. 

Despite the facts that the final Master Plan had been distributed in October of 

1996, and that after repeated detays requested by the parties to provide opportunity (or 

preparation o( their prepared testimony finally submitted on January 31} 1997 (a fll)) 

seven months before the noticed August alternative evidentiary hearing on the Master 
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Plan), \Vater Division believes that the parties were unprepared for effe<:tive cross 

examination, having solely relied upon their proposed and rejected all-party settlement. 

The AL} conducted his examination on the Master Plan at the evidentiary hearing, and 

any failure to be prepared to participate after notice is the sole responsibility o( the 

parties. 

Finally, \Vater Division believes complainants' concerns with the rejecled 

Citizens-\Vater Division stipulations are relatively minor, and would modify the ALl's 

Proposed Decision to incorporate the provisions of the stipulation. \Ve do not agree. 

The (oint COrilment of Complainants argues that significant progress was 

achieved through years of cooperative e£lort, but that the proceeding should not be 

temlinated, but rather proceed with a se(ond phase to consider projects of the Master 

Plan not included {or implementation in their rejected Settlement Agreement. We do 

not agree. Apart (rom fire flow improven\ents pre\'iously authorized by the 

Commission and to be completed in 1997, the result of these years of eUort, their 

Settlement Agreement, adopts only the fourth airport well proje~t and $4O-t1OOO of 

pumping, telemetry, and pipeline replacements, leaving in limbo for further negotiation 

in such a second phase over $3.5 miJlion of other projeds needed to bring this system to 

compliance wirh G.O. 103 standards. 

The complaints filed in 1992 were of low pressure, leaking mains, inadequate 

storage capacity (or lire and emergency needs, and fire flow problems in this 

inadequate, WOrn out, difficult to serve, dispersed, multi-pressure zone system. The 

remedies are not cheap to rehabilitate the system. And unfortunately the system is 

located in an area of poor quality groundwater with limited seasonal stream runoff (or 

blending purposes. Known local water supplies are marginal (or present needs, and 

imports either unavailable or not feasible. 

\Vhile fire flow and some pipeline replacements ha\'e substantially been 

accomplished, complainants' settlement left out well rehabilitations needed to augment 

the present inadequate supply, and the (irst 650,000 gallon storage tank, needed back in 

1994 by their own witness Bohley's testimony, is also left out even though it is at a key 

midpoint location. The l\'faster Plan does not address, nor was it ever intended to 
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address, improvements beyond those needed to meet G.O. standards. It was not 

designed, nor is it part of the scope of this proceeding. to l')f(wide such additional 

facilities as would be required should the OWR study identify new water sources that 

Over the years have escaped everyone's identification. 

The Master Plan utilizes the presently known sources to the extent their 

exploitation is feasible and economic. As complainants allude, there are other known 

tocal sources. Complainants assert these as being of "better quality, quantity, and 

availability," but apart from generalities, presented no facts during the proceeding to 

substantiate the generalities. On the other hand, the Master Plan devotes 18 pages in 

Section 5 to identification and detailed analysis of these sources, and in each instance 

slates why it is not feasible to pursue them. The proposal pushed by \Varhaftig for 

purchases o( excess water when available from an area (arm provides no reliable 

constant or dependable supply while requiring substantial investment (Or weUs, 

treatment and transmission/storage facilities. 

Finally, the comment states that the AL) instructed Citizens' attorney to draft 

changes to the rejected All Party Settlement. The transcript of the August 26, 1997 

hearing contains no such instruction-the ALl was unaware of and not concerned with 

who prepared a revision. The comment further states that the ALI told the parties there 

was no reason (or all to appear on August 29, 1997, when their revision was to be 

offered. The transcript indicates that the ALI stated that the parties should "either sign 

or be here" (TR 800), and in response to \Varhaftig's question " .. .if Our signatures are on 

that, is our attendance needed on Friday morning?/' to which the ALJ responded "No, 

no." (TR 812) and ", .. you ","on't have to be here unless you want to be," (TR 813). 

findings of Fact 
1. Citizens is a public utility providing public utility water service in various an'as 

in California, and is subject to the jurisdiction, control, and regulation of this 

Commission. 

2. The Citizens' system serving the Montara area obtains its water supply from a 

combination of surface and groundwater sources, but over the years with inadequate 
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sources of supply, it has been unable to adequately meet the growing needs of its 

service area, Or to provide adequate storage capacity to meet present operational, 

emergency, or fire fighting requirements. 

3. \Vith an antiquated, undersized distribution system largely using pre-1955 iron 

pipe, the system not only suffered outages, water quality problems, but also provided 

inadequate storage and (ire flow capability, leading to the filing of the captioned 

complaints immediately after Citizens had filed the captioned application seeking rate 

relief. The application and complaints were consolidated. 

4. Despite repea ted orders from the Commission, and imposition in 1988 of a new 

connection moratorium, Citizens has been largely unsuccessful in locating and 

acquiring additional \vater supply SOurces to comply with the Commission orders. 

5. By 1992, fonowing pubJic meetings and hearings on the application and 

complaints, it was asserted that Citizens' service level was "deficient rdative to the 

expected level of service." 

6. After an initial series of fire flow tests was shown to have been flawed, a new 

series of tests indicated that portions of Citizens' system could meet neither local nor 

G.O. 103 (ire flow standards. 

7. \Vhile D.93-Q.l"()27 determined that a series of step rate increases were 

appropriate to increase needed revenues in response to A.91-11-01O, authorization for 

implementation of the rate increases was deferred pending completion of satisfactory 

fire flo, ... ' testing. And as other service improvements were also deemed necessary, 

Citizens was ordered to prepare a M~ster Plan of comprehensive system improvements 

with notice and opportunity for comment before the Commission would consider the 

plan and order compliance. 

8. In August of 1993 Citizens released its initial draft of a l-.faster Plan, fol1owOO in 

December of 1993 with a fOnllal plan. These versions provided recommended 

improvements, time (rames, and cost estimates for a 10-}rear renovation of the system 

with projects addressing fire flow requirements, storage and pumping requirements, 

source of supply, and pipeline replacements. 
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9. By D.94-10-049, after receipt of prepared testimony I an all-patty stipulation was 

offered and adopted as the order of the Commission, initiating a 3-year program of 

system improvements designed to mitigate poor fite flow conditions, and providing a 

mechanism for Advice Letter implementation of the rates accepted by 0.93-().t-027 as 

each year's projects are completed and placed into service (basically, these are the fire 

flow in1provements set forth in Table 7-1 of the ~faster Plan and scheduled over the 

1994-1995 to 1996-1997 years). \Vhite permitting work on additional storage was 

authorized .. construction was not to begin before the Commissi()n approved the 

proposed Master Plan storage proposals of the Plan. 

10. Followia\g Citizens' earlier attempt to have capital improvements deferred 

under the "gran.dfather" clause of Section 1(1)(a) of G.O. 103 (which in part provided 

that replacernents or abandorunent of facilities pri()r to eXpiration of economic utility 

was not to be required where the facilities were in service prior to the G.O.), the 

Commission by 0.96-06-063 stated that it had ample authority under further provisions 

of Section 1(1)(a) of G.O. 10~ .. and under PU Code §§ 701 .. 761, and 762 (as affirmed by 

the California Supreme Court in Camp Meeker (supra» to order Citizens to replace or 

abandon inadequate facilities. The decision also stated that there would be a hearing on 

the contcnts of the Master Plan to evaluate its merits before implementation, and 

ordered the setting of a limited evidentiary hearing with opportunity to comment or to 
be heard on the contents. 

11. Both the initial draft and the ~cmber 1993 Master Plan, while discussing in 

detail and evaluating the merits of both the well option .. other potential sources of 

supply, and a desalination plant option (or augni.entation of the water supply, 

concluded that desalination was the sole potential water source which could fulfill and 

surpass the requirements of the Commission's order. Howc\'er, the- vcry high cost of 

desalination (approximately double the well option) resulted in opposition. 

12. The well option, evaluated and discussed in the ~faster Plan, of all the known 

potential and realistically available sources of additional water supplies cvaluated and 

discussed in the Master Plan, is the most economic and realistk choice.l\{orcovcr, with 
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its very limited known source resources, this system cannot afford to do less than strh'e 

to obtain optimum production possible from each and every well. 

13. The Master Plan revision of October 1996 eliminated the desalination plant as 

the preferred option to augment supply, and recommends that the well option and 

increased storage capacity be adopted to dose the gap both to meet current demand 

needs, and to meet growth under the existing permitted growth rates. 

14. MSD, an active inteo'enor participant in this proceeding, and as a sanitary 

district with full powers of a County water district, in 1996 commissioned DWR to do a 

hydrological study of the r..10ntara area to determine if and where additional water 

resources are located. This study assertedly is to be completed in February of 1998. 

15. While the D\VR study could be definitive, there is no reasonable basis to 

conclude that the study will locate substantial, reasonably accessible, and economically 

developable additional sources of potable water for the Citizens system. 

16. Evidentiary hearing on the Master Plan, initially noticed for September 26, 1996 

but repeatedly delayed on various requests of the parties including complainants, was 

finally set for February 19, 1997, with the parties submitting their respective prepared 

testimony on January 31, 1997. 

17. Apart from complainant proposals (i) to set over water source, storage, etc. 

issues for an all community cooperative team e(fort to develop a new Master Plan after 

the D\VR study in 1998; (ii) to require Citizens to purchase "unreliable" supplies of 

water assertedly present in private lands on a fill in basis; and (iii) criticizing of the 

location and utility of the 650,()()()..gallon storage tanks of the Citizens' Master Plan, the 

cost to develop the well option, and proposing for some form of a public-private 

partnership with MSD collecting a , ... 'ater connection fee on new development with the 

proceeds to be used to fund facilities needed with a lease-back of those facilities to 

Citizens, the proposed t('Stimony submissions failed utterly to address the specific 

proposals of the Citizens' r..faster Plan - the purpose of the evidentiary hearing. 

18. At onset of the February 16, 1997 evidentiary hearings, on the basis of a meeting 

the week prior with propos a Is haVing been exchanged in recognition of common 
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grotmd (but with reservations from Citizens), the parties sought, and were granted, a 

continuance to firm up a possible Settlement Agreement. 

19. After delays attributed to vacations, it was not until August 13, 1997, that the 

parties filed a jOint motion for approval of a proposed Settlement Agreement, and the 

ALI immediately noticed a settlement conference and an evidentiary hearing for 
August 26, 1997. 

20. The proposed Agreement would bifurcate the Master Plan. \Vhile acceding to 

the previously authorized fire flow improvements and treatment plant upgrade 

presently being completed" apart from the urgently needed additional water source 

(rom the tightly regulated Airport well field (for which both County and California 

Coastal Con\rnission permits are required), the Agreement would accept only relatively 

minor items, with the $3 million balance of projects to be deferred pending review of 

the O\VR study in 1998 and reformulation of the Master Plan after negotiations between 

the parties. Complainants would keep the complaint dockets open into the .future for 
this purpose. 

21. Master Plan improvements left in limbo under the proffered Agreement 

included the Guntren and Park \Vetl projeds needed to augment the water source 

supply, the Schoolhouse storage tank needed to provide at least a reasonable portion of 

the presently needed operational, emergenc)" and fire fighting storage capacity, the 

standby diesel generator, and substantial pipeline replacements (or leaking distribution 
lines. 

22. Neither MSD nor MMB\VIA are interested in either a purchase or eminent 
domain acquisition of the system. 

23. Offers of nonproprietary, uncertain access to other privatel}' owned 

unde\'etoped water sources cannot provide the reasonably reliable consistent water 

source asset needed to resolve Citizens' supply problem, nor can they provide a basis 

for utility investment to access them, or a basis for Ii(ting the existing new connection 

moratoriunl, as the Commission will not set a stage for potential future rationing if the 
temporary source is later lost. 
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24. Noting the passage of time and the intention of the Commission to 

expeditiously close all vintage proceedings; the offered acceptance of only minor 

proje<ts apart from the 41h Airport well to go fon\'ard at this time, while other badly 

needed water and storage source and pipeline replacement projects would be deferred 

for possible reformulation of the l\iaster Plan after review of a DWR study which 

provides no assurance of additional water sources, the ALJ found the Settlentent 

Agreement unacceptable. 

25. Following a caucus break at the August 26,1997 settlement conference and 

evidentiary hearing.. the parties stated agreement on modifications to their Settlement, 

and agreed to submit a revised All Party Settlement Agreement at a continuation of the 

hearing on August 29,1997. 

26. At the August 29,1997 continuation of the hearing only Citizens and \Vater 

Division appeared with a revised agreement containing Stipulations signed by nOne of 

the complainant parties. Complainants neither appeared; nor provided any notice of 

their intended absence or disagreement with the revision agreement. 

27. The agreement signed by Citizens and \Vater Division was received as a 

contested stipulation agreement, and pursuant to provisions of Rule 51.4 of the Rules of 

Practice and Procedure, a copy was mailed each complainant for (ornment. No 

comments other than a September 5, 19971elter from MMB\VIA were received; which 

comment, if adopted, would defer supply, storage; and pumping projects for 

formulation at a future time after the D\VR study and subject to acceptance by all. These 

proposals an~ unacceptable. 

28. There is ample opportunity available in the interval between authorization and 

actual conshuction, which interval necessarily must be expended in preliminary 

planning, site acquisitions, and the lengthy multi-agency local permitting process; for 

Citizens, after review of the 1998 D\VR study, to propose to the Commission additions, 

changes, or eliminations to Master Plan projects. 

29. The Master Plan improvement projects set forth in the order that fo)lows have 

been expertly evaluated and proposed to reasonably meet the requirements of the 

system, and no evidence has been produced to provide any reasonable doubt that they 
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are reasonably necessary to meet the objedive of improving the system to industry and 

G.O.I03 standards. 

30. In view of the record of this proceeding, it would be unreasonable and 

counterproductive to continue the proceeding. 

Conclusions of Law 
1. It is the responsibility of this Commission in regulating a public utility, when the 

utility has failed to provide an appropriate level of service, to determine the facilities, 

service, and method of servic::e in order to ensure that the service provided is adequate 

(PU Code § 761), and in aid thereof the Commission may order that the utility improve 

its physical facilities so that it can provide an appropriate level of service. 

2. Considering the past history of outages, inadequate water supply sources and 
storage, poor water quality, and undersized leaking pipes; the meager results obtained 

OVer the past six years from this proceeding; the failure, despite ample opportunity, of 
complairu.nts to have presented substantial controveIling evidence as to the 

reasonableness or necessity of the projects set forth in the Master Plan; the precatory 

and uncertain nature of the proposed continuation of the pro<:eeding, and facing the 

time constraints of Senate Bm 960, this proceeding should be dosed and a decision 

rendered forthwith based upon the evidence obtained. 

3. The Master Plan improvement projects set forth in the order that (ollows are 

reasonably designed to meet the objectives set by the Commission in response to the 

captioned complaints, to bring the system up to industry and G.O. 103 standards within 

a reasonable time frame so as to provide an appropriate level of service gh'en the 

limited water supply sourccs available. 

4. \Vithin a reasonable period of time within which to have reviewed the DWR 

study, Citizens should be required to come to the Commission with proposals for 

indicated additions, changes, or eliminations of any of the Master Plan projects 

authorized in the order that (ollows. 
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5. The \Vater Division should be instructed to serve as a backup, with an 

independent review of provisions of the OlVR study, and in the event of Citizenst 

inaction, to propose an 011 to the Commission. 

6. The objectives of the application and of the complaints having been to the extent 

deemed appropriate by the Commission provided for in the order that {oUows, the 

complaints should be dismissed, and this consolidated proceeding dosed. 

7. Because there is an immediate need to undertake the improven\ent projects 

provided therein without further delay, the order that {ollows should be effective 

immediately. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The Commission aC<."epts the October 1996 Water System Master Plan Updafe (or 

the Montara District (Master Plan) as Citizens UtiHties Company of California (Citizens) 

reasonable (ulfillment of various Commission orders in this and earlier pro<eedings to 

prepare such a plan, and to obtain addition(\l sources of water supply for the system. 

2. On or after the effective date of this Order, Citizens is authorized to lite with the 

Commission Advice letters addressing the rate-making impacts of such of the 

improvements to satisfy fire flow requirements as set forth in Table 7-1 of the Mater 

Plan, and as have been completed and entered into service but for which the rate-

making impact has not as yet been resoh'ed. 

3. On or after the effective date of this Order, Citizens is authorized to file with the 

Commission an Advice Letter addressing the rate-making impact of, and seeking 

appropriate ratemaking relief {or, the Alta Vista Treatment Plan Upgrade as set forth in 

Table 7-3 of the Master Plan, which upgrade has been accomplished and is presently in 

service, except that the ratemaking impact has not yet been resolved. 

4. On or after the effective date of this Order, Citizens is authorized to undertake, 

as of the time frame and considering the estimated cost indicated in this Ordering 

Paragraph, the planning, permitting, construction, and enlry into service, each of the 

system impro\'ement projects listed in the Master Plan's TabJes 7-2, 7-3, and 7-4: 
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For Year 1997-1998: 

SPI Schoolhouse - Property Acquisition 
SP2 Schoolhouse - Mobilization 
SP3 Schoolhouse - Site work 
SP4 SchOOlhouse - Site grading 
SP') SchoolhouSe - New electrical drop 
SP6 Schoolh()use .. 650,000 g. tank 

SS4 AI ta Vista division structure 

SSS Iron/Manganese Trealment Plan 

SS6 Equip Guntren \Vell 
SS7 Acquire land-Guntren Well 
SS8 Redrill Park \"ell 
SS9 Raw \Vater Line 

PRP3 Pipe Corona 
PRP4 Pipe Reel Point 
PRP5 Pipe Birch st. 3 segmenfs 
SP13 Telemetry to Alta Vista Tank 
SP14 Telemetry Aitport \Vell - Schoolhouse 
SP18 Portola 100,000 g. Tank 
SP19 Booster Pump Station 
SP20 Telemetry - Portola Tank 
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$50,000 

47,000 

80,000 
22,000 

14,000 

405,000 

10,000 
50,000 

120,000 

40,000 
200,000 

SO,OOO 
33,600 
25,200 

53,200 
39,000 
47,000 

60,000 
SO,OOO 
30,000 

$1,426,000 
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For Year 1998-1999: 

SP8 

SP9 

SPI0 

SPll 

SP12 
SPIO 
SSl1 

SS12 

SS13 

PRP6 

For Year 1999-iOOO: 

SP15 

SP16 

SP17 

PRP7 

PRP8 

For Year 2000-2001: 

PRPI 

PRP9 
PRPIO 

Operation Bldg. indo demolish. Present bldg. 

PRY Station inter zone 

Fire Pumps to Alta Vista Zone 

Fire Pump to Mos.s Beach/Seal Cove Zone 

Control Valves 

Airport \Ve)) #4 Site development 

Airport \Vell #4 \Vell Development 

Airport \Vell #4 Equip/pIpe 

Airport \"ell #4 Ancillary Facility 

Harte St. Pipe 

Standby dIesel generator/tank 

Electrical 

Controls/instrumentation 

Pipe-Valle Mar 

Pipe Franklin St. 

Pipe - Diversion to Treatment Plant 

Pipe - Hwy 1,9-14th 

Pipe - Acacia 
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$393,000 

55,000 
70,000 

37,000 

13,000 

36,000 
72,000 

115,000 

15.000 
56,000 

$862,000 

206.000 
156,000 
47,000 

25,200 

16.800 

$451,000 

300.000 
89,600 
22,400 

$412,000 
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For Year 2001-2002: 

PRP2 

PRPll 

SP7 

PRP13 

For Year 2003-2004: 

SP7 
PRP12 

PRP14 

Pipe· Schoolhouse 
Pipe .. lit St. 

21'>& 650,000 g. Tank 

Pipe Connect Valle Mar. 

2M 650,000 g. tank (continued) 

Pipe - 7 Street 

Pipe· 4,5, 6 and 8 Streets 

Total 

5,000 

8,400 

$13,400 

205,000 
72,000 

$277,000 

200,000 

32,320 

44,800 

277,120 

$3,718~20 

5. Following the end of a c~tendar year in which any of the projects enumerated in 
Ordering Paragraph 4 of this Order have been completed and have been placed in 
service, Citizens is authorized to me an Advice Letter with the Commission, 

aggregating in that Advice Letter the rate-making impacts of the costs of those proje<:ts, 
and seeking appropriate rate relief. 

6. Should an Advice leiter filing with the Commission as authorized by Ordering 
Paragraph 5 not be resolved within four months of the filing, Citizens may file an 

application with the Commission to resolve the rate making impacts and to obtain rate 
reHef. 

7. Citizens will obtain and review the California Department of \Vater Resources 
Hydrological Study of the Montara Area (O\VR Study) scheduled (or completion in 
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Febnlary of 1998, and after review, within five months of the release date of the D\VR 

Study will file an application with the Commission to incorporate into the l\laster Plan 

any new economical and operationally feasible projects to augment Citizens's water 

supply sources, together with a project time frame and cost estimate, and/or to change 

or eliminate any present Master Plan project set forth in Ordering Paragraph 4 of this 

Order. 

8. The Large \Vater Branch of the \Vater Division (Water Division) is ordered to 

obtain and review the DWR Study, and if Citizens fails to timely file the application 

ordered in Otdering Paragraph 7, or if the application as filed fails to incorporate 

eConomic and operationally feasible results [rOn\ the D\VR Study, including indicated 

changes or eliminations to projects of the Master Plan as authorized by Ordering 

Paragraph 4, the \Vater Division shall propose to the Commission an Ordet Instituting 

Investigation designated to focus on those additions, changes, or elin'linations that the 

\Vater Division deems to be in order. 

9. To whatever extent the rate relief sought by Application 91-11-010 filed 

November 12, 1991, has not been afforded by prior orders issued in this proceeding, 

such requested relief is denied. 

10. Cases 92-01-026, 92-01-045, 92-02-031/ 92-02-033, 92-02-045, and 92"{)3-010 are 

dismissed with prejudice. 
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11. This conso1idated proceeding is dosed. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated Decelnber 16,1997, at San Francisco, California. 

-46-

P. GREGORY CONLON 
President 

JESSIEJ. KNIGHT,JR. 
HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHARD A. BILAS 

Commissioners 
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COh1~lISSION 

OFTHE 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the ~falter oflhe Application of 
CITIZENS UTILITIES- COMPANY 
OF CALIFORNIA for authority to 
increase ra,tes .an~ charges for 
water service to Its l\iontara \Vater 
District (U-87-\V) 

And Related l\1alters 

Application 91-11-0 10 

Case 92-01-026 
Case 92-02-031 
Case 92-02-045 
Case 92-01 .. 045 
Case 92 .. 02~033 
Case 92-03-010 

SETTLEi\IENT AGREE~IENT 

This SETILEMENT AGREEMENT is entered into by and among the 
foHowing parties to the above consolidated proceedings (herein~fter "the parties"): 

I. Citizens Utilities Company of California C'CUCC") 

2. California Public Utilities Commission - Large \Vater Branch 

\VHEREAS, pursuant to an order oflhe California Public Utilities 
Commission C'Conunission"). CUCC has prepared a revised master plan for 
making capital improvements to its Montarafl\.ioss Beach water system dated 
October 1996 (hereinafter 1tl\1aster Plan"); 
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1 \VHEREAS, evidentiary hearings on the Master Plan had been scheduled by 
2 the Commission for February 19, 1997; 
3 \VHEREAS, several parties submitted testimony or comments on the 
4 Master Plan for the consideration of the Commission; 
5 \VHEREAS, rather than proceed with full evidentiary hearings at that time 
6 the parties have met pursuant to notice in conformance with the C()mmissi~)Ols rules 
7 goveniing settlements, including Rule 5 I. 1 (b)-(c), have exchanged proposals and 
8 have negotiated in goo~ faith to discuss the possibility of settling outstanding issues 
9 relating to improvements in eucc's ~fontara \Vater System; 

10 \VHEREAS, on August 26, 1997, pursuant to notice, the Commission held 
11 an evidentiary hearing concerning the l\iaster Plan during which all parties were 
12 afforded the opportunity to cross-examine a witness presented by euce 
13 concerning the ~faster Plan consistent with their pending settlement; and 
14 \VHEREAS, in accordance with the desire of the Commission that mallers 
15 be resolved through alternatives to litigation, the parties have reached an agreement 
16 regarding the issues related to improvements to CUCC's 1\10ntara \Vater District 
17 and implementation of cuce's revised Master Plan. 
18 NO\V THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows: 
19 The parties agree to cooperate in making improvements to CUCC's· 
20 l\.1ontaral1\.ioss Beach water system. It is agreed that cuce will move forward 
21 with the following two year short ternl and one year baseline capital improvement 

22 projects from its l\'iaster Plan: 
23 I. As identi fled in its l\.1aster Plan for 1996-97, euce will proceed to 
24 complete fire safety improvement projects totaling $770,100. This project wiH be 
2 S part of a step increase filing authorized in D. 93-04-027. 
26 2. During the 1997-98 time frame, cuee will complete projects 
27 totaling 586,000 to phice telemetry facilities to the Alta Vista storage tank and from 
28 Airport \Vells to the Schoo]hou~e tank. Additionally, cuce will complete (a) 
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I Pipeline Replacement projects totaling $112 ,000; (b) the Portola Tank Site storage 
2 and pumping facilities improvements, including storage tank, booster pump and 
3 telemetry, totaling S 140,000; and (c) a S10,000 Diversion Stnlclure project for Alta 

4 Vista \Vater Treatment Plant. 
S 3. In the baseline time period 1998-99, CUCC wiJl move forward to 
6 complete the Airport #4 \VeH project totaling $238,000 and Pipeline Replacement 

1 projects totaling $56,000. 
8 4. CUCC will move fonvard with the other projects specified in the 
9 Master Plan. Any project identified in the ~1:aster Plan as a short tenn project that 

10 is n()t addressed in paragraphs 1 - 3 above shall be treated as a long tern) project to 

It be treated for ratemaking purposes in the COurse of CUCC's other rate proceedings. 

12 5. The ratemaking impacts of the projects identified in paragraphs 1- 3, 
13 above, shall be submitted to the Commission by advice letter on an annual basis. 
14 The above construction cost estimates identified in items 1 through 4 were 
) 5 developed consistent with the American Association of Cost Engineers guidelines 

16 for developing reconnaissance level estimates. 

11 

18 The parties also agree as follows: 
19 1. Continuation of Master Plan capital improvements to storage, 

20 pumping facilitie.s and increased source of supply will be reviewed after the 
21 ~1ontara Sanitary District's commissioned Califomia Department of\Vater 
22 Resource's (D\VR) water supply study. The study \yiH be completed and issued by 
23 Fcbmary, 1998 and re\;iewed by all parties within five monlhs of its availability. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

CooPER. V.~TE 
& COOPER 

,I."G.:t'..(lJ ""LA...-
2e' C.&....I.cA.~~ .... $-~.(" 
s ..... "'" ''''A...c«O .. ' 11 3 
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2. A meeting of the herein parties to evaluate the results of the D\VR 

2 study wilJ be scheduled and completed within five months of the study becoming 

3 available. Any economical and operationally feasible result from the D\VR study 

4 which is not already a part of the Master Plan and which is accepted by CUCC Or 

5 proposed for adoption by an¥ other party will be presented to the Comis~ion' for 

6 possible incorporation into CUCC's long term \Vater Master Plan. CUCC will 
7 present such a proposal to the Commission by application. In the event that CUCC 

8 failS to file such an app!ication, Large \Vater Branch nlay do so by proposing that 

9 the Commission open an investigation into the Master Plan. Other parties may do 

10 so by initiating another proceeding. 

11 3. If the D\VR's water supply study is not completed as noted above, the 

12 parties will continue to work cooperatively to pursue pnldent and necessary capital 

13 improvements associated with CUCC's lvlaster Plan. 

14 4. Subject to regulatory approval, CUCC will consider any valid 

I S proposals forwarded by any party herein to reduce the overall cost of capital 

16 improvements (e.g.) financing, water transfers, etc.}. However, ifCUCC does not 

t 7 consider the proposal to be valid, the party making the proposal nlay seek an order 

18 from the Commission for approval of the proposal. 

19 5. This Settlement Agreement is subject to the approval of the 

20 Commission, and the parties agree to make a joint motion to the Commission to 

21 request approval of this agreement. The parties agree that they will support the 

22 agreement before the Commission and that nO party will do anything to oppose this 

23 Settlement Agreement. 

24 6. The provisions of this Settlement Agreement are not severable. If the 

25 Commission does not approve any portion thereof, or if the Commission or any 

26 court of competent jurisdiction rules that any material provision ofthis Settlement 

27 Agreement is invalid or unenforceable, or materially modifies any material 

28 provision of this Settlement Ag~eement, the parties agree to meet and consider 
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alternatives that the Commission may accept. 
2 7. The parties agree that the Commission may close the pending 

3 application and complaint cases in its decision approving this seulemenf. 

4 s. The p~rtics agree that no signatory to these stipulations nor any 

5 member of the staffofthe Commission assumes any personalliabilily as a result of 

6 these stipulations. The parties agree thai no legal action may be brought by any 

7 party in any state or federal court, or any other forum, against any individual 

8 signatory representing ~he interests of'Valer Division e\VD"), attorneys 

9 . representing 'VD, or the \VD itself related to these stipulations. All rights and 

10 remedies of the parties are limited to those available before the Commission. 

II No party to these stipulations will provide, either privately or pubJicly~ 

12 before this Commission any rationale Or strategies for support of any comptomises 

13 reached herein beyond any explicitly stated herein unless otherwise agreed to by all 

14 the parties. 
15 This Settlement Agreement may be signed in counterparts. Facsimile 

J6 signatures shall be deemed original signatures. 
17 IN \VITNESS \VHEREOF, the parties have execllted this ScUlelllerll 

18 Agreement on the pages that foHo\\': 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Agreement Signature: 

~ ~~ Date: slb/)l] CitiZeI1S u~nlpanyOfC3nromia __ -'------''------'--L-____ _ 

By: E. Garth BlaCK, its attorney 

~..L'iIV~~~ 
.~ - - p~~ i<.c./- A/~l''V-1_~v 

25 ... Califomia Public UtilitiesCommissioh-

26 

21 

28 

C~ER.""~lE 
'COOPER 

"'~~"..('S'Tc.,.a ... 
~: CA.;.,"'Jt. ........ $·1=[1' 
s,.a. ... ,- ... .....c;'sco , .. ~tt 

Large \Vater Branch 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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